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Abstract
The objectives of this paper are twofold. On the one hand, it aims to show the advantages
of Coordinated Atomic actions (CA actions) as a design concept for dependable distributed
system development, and on the other hand, it explains how the formal language CO-OPN/2
can be used to express the semantics of CA action design. A fault-tolerant distributed ap-
plication is developed according to a simple development life cycle: informal requirements,
specication, design, implementation. The design phase is built according to the CA action
concept. The CO-OPN/2 language is used to formally express the design phase. The imple-
mentation is made in Java based on a library of generic classes implementing the CA action
concept. The paper is to serve as a basis for a more general approach aimed at dening CA
action semantics.
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1 Introduction
The engineering of dependable distributed systems should be based on a development methodology
with a design phase relying on well-established design principles and precise enough for a serious
verication phase, which is mandatory in this domain, to be dened. In this paper, a design model
called Coordinated Atomic action is present through a case study.
The Coordinated Atomic (CA) action model [1] provides structuring primitives and support
for error recovery for designing systems composed of several concurrent interacting entities. The
model distinguishes between cooperative concurrency which is expressed using conversations [2]
and competitive concurrency which is expressed using transactions [3]. The design of fault-tolerant
distributed systems can be based on the use of exception handling mechanisms. The CA action
model allows specic fault tolerance mechanisms to cover both hardware and software faults to be
designed.
In this paper we propose using formal specication for two dierent reasons. First of all,
we believe that the properties of the design principles we provide should be precisely and fully
described. Secondly, we think that the following verication phase cannot be done without a
precise understanding of the semantics of the designed system.
The formalismused for such purpose is Concurrent Object-Oriented Petri Nets (CO-OPN/2) [4].
CO-OPN/2 allows concurrent systems to be described in terms of structured Petri Nets for the
behaviour part and algebraic specication for the data structures used to dene values managed by
the Petri nets. This formalism belongs to the class of object-oriented formal methods adapted to
the specication of concurrent systems [5]. Some of the fundamental characteristics of CO-OPN/2,
such as atomicity of complex synchronisation, concurrency and object structures, make it the right
choice for the formalisation of CA actions.
On the one hand, the complete mathematical denition provided by CO-OPN/2 specications
gives precise semantics to the CA action design. On the other hand, the method for test selection
that has been dened for CO-OPN/2 [6] provides test tasks for the verication phase. Furthermore,
this paper also shows the advantages of CA actions for designing distributed systems as contrasted
with the current use of CA actions which is more at the implementation level. In particular, we
are trying to show that the CA action model provides an interesting way of designing the system
structure on the earlier stages of the life cycle.
The design model and its semantics is present through a case study using CO-OPN/2. The
case study is a development of a Gamma [7] system which computes a distributed sum of in-
tegers. \Distributed" means here that integers are distributed over several participant hosts, two
summands for a partial sum are taken from some hosts, and the result is put randomly in one
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of the hosts. Competition consists in accessing the values from the multiset of each participant
while cooperation is used to make sure that the summed up integers are removed from the local
multisets and that their sum is transferred to a third multiset. We assume that the process in
charge of summing the integers can fail and raise an exception saying that the sum could not be
completed. Thus, forward error recovery is used to take the system to a new coherent state. This
state is dierent from the state reached if there have been no errors: both summands are moved
from the local multisets to the sum multiset.
The structure of this paper is the following: Section 2 describes the CO-OPN/2 formal spe-
cications language and explains the CA actions concept; Section 3 gives an informal description
of the requirements of the case study to be developed; Section 4 explains the chosen CA action
design, and formally expresses it by the means of CO-OPN/2 specications; and, nally, Section
5 describes a Java implementation made according to the CA action design.
2 Background
2.1 CO-OPN/2
CO-OPN/2 is an object-oriented formal specications language [4] that integrates Petri Nets used
to describe concurrent behaviours and algebraic specications [8] of structured data evolving in
Petri Nets.
Object and Class. An object is considered to be an independent entity composed of an
internal state which provides some services to the exterior. The only way to interact with an
object is to invoke one of its services; the internal state is thus protected against uncontrolled
accesses. CO-OPN/2 denes an object as an encapsulated algebraic net in which places compose
the internal state and transitions model the concurrent events of the object. A place consists of
a multiset of algebraic values. Transitions are divided into two groups: parameterised transitions,
otherwise known as methods, and internal transitions. The former correspond to the services
provided to the outside, while the latter describe the internal behaviours of an object. Unlike
methods, internal transitions are invisible to the exterior world and spontaneous (they are red as
soon as their preconditions are satised). An object method can be red only if no further internal
transition can. A class describes all the components of a set of objects and is considered to be
an object template. Thus, all the objects of one class have the same structure. Objects can be
dynamically created. Objects are also called class instances. The usual dot notation for method
invocations has been adopted.
Constructors. Class instances can be dynamically created. A pre-dened creation method
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create is provided. Particular creation methods that create and initialise objects can also be
dened. In all the specications of this paper, we use the following convention: a creation method,
which is not pre-dened, is called new-classname. For a creation method to be actually a con-
structor, it is necessary to declare it under the Creation eld. Classes are normally used to
dynamically create new instances, but it is also possible to declare static instances. Creation
methods may be used only once for a given object.
Object Identity. Each class instance has an identity, which is also called an object identier,
that can be used as a reference. An order-sorted algebra of object identiers is constructed. Since
object identiers are algebraic values, they can be stored in places of the nets.
Object Interaction. In our approach, the interaction with an object is synchronous, although
asynchronous communications can be simulated. Thus, when an object requires a service, it asks
to be synchronised with the method (parameterised transition) of the object provider. The syn-
chronisation policy is expressed by means of a synchronisation expression, which can involve many
partners joined by three synchronisation operators (one for simultaneity (//), one for sequence
(..), and one for alternative or non-determinism (+)). For instance, an object may simultaneously
request two dierent services of two dierent partners, followed by a service request to a third
object.
Graphical Notation. CO-OPN/2 specications are graphically noted in the following man-
ner: a CO-OPN/2 class is depicted as a rectangle with a circle for each place inside, a white
rectangle for each internal transition, and, on its sides, a black rectangle for each method. La-
belled arrows between places and internal transitions or between places and methods give the ow
relations (what is consumed and what is added to a place when an internal transition or a method
is red).
2.2 Coordinated Atomic Actions
The CA action [1, 9] concept was introduced as a unied approach for structuring complex concur-
rent activities and supporting error recovery of multiple interacting objects in an object-oriented
system. This paradigm provides a conceptual framework for dealing with both kinds of concur-
rency (cooperative and competitive) by extending and integrating two complementary concepts {
conversations [2] and transactions [3]. CA actions have properties of both conversations and trans-
actions. Conversations are used to control cooperative concurrency and to implement coordinated
and disciplined error recovery while transactions are used to maintain the consistency of shared
resources in the presence of failures and competitive concurrency.
Each CA action has a set of roles that are activated by action participants (external activities
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such as threads, processes) and which cooperate within the CA action scope. Logically, the action
starts when all roles have been activated (though it is an implementation decision to use either a
synchronous or an asynchronous entry protocol) and nishes when all of them reach the action end.
The action can be completed either when no error has been detected, or after successful recovery,
or when the recovery fails and a failure exception is propagated to the containing action.
External (transactional) objects can be used concurrently by several CA actions in such a way
that information cannot be smuggled among these actions and that any sequence of operations
on these objects bracketed by the start and completion of a CA action has the ACID (atomicity,
consistency, isolation and durability) properties [3] with respect to other sequences. To the outside
world, the execution of a CA action looks like an atomic transaction. One of the ways to implement
this is to use a separate transactional support that provides these properties. This support can
oer the traditional transactional interface, i.e. operations start, abort and commit transactions
that are called (either by the CA action support or by CA action participants) at the appropriate
points during CA action execution.
The state of a CA action is represented by a set of local objects; each CA action (either the
action support or the application code) deals with these objects to guarantee their state restoration
if the action recovery is to be provided. Local objects are the main means for participants to interact
and to coordinate their executions (although external objects can be used as well).
CA actions also provide a basic framework for exception handling that can support a variety
of fault tolerance mechanisms aimed at tolerating both hardware and software faults. During the
execution of a CA action, any of the roles of the action can raise an exception. If that exception
cannot be dealt with locally by the role, then it must be propagated to the other roles in the CA
action. Since it is possible for several roles to raise exceptions at more or less the same time, a
process of exception resolution is necessary in order to agree on the exception to be propagated
and handled within the CA action [10]. Once an agreed exception has been propagated to all of
the roles involved in the CA action, then error recovery starts. It may still be possible to complete
the execution of the CA action successfully using either forward or backward error recovery [11].
If it is not possible to achieve either a normal outcome or an exceptional outcome using these error
recovery mechanisms, then the CA action should be aborted and its eects should be undone.
Otherwise, a failure exception will be signalled to the external environment.
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3 Informal Requirements of the DSGamma System
The Gamma paradigm [7] advocates a style of programming that is based on chemical reactions.
The Gamma paradigm consists of applying one or more chemical reactions to a multiset. A chemical
reaction usually removes some values from the multiset, computes some results and inserts them
into the multiset. We consider the following example: computing the sum of the integers present
in a multiset. Figure 1 shows a multiset and a possible Gamma computation achieving result 8.
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Figure 1: Addition according to the Gamma paradigm
3.1 Informal Requirements
We intend to develop an application allowing several users to insert integers into a possibly dis-
tributed multiset. Within the Gamma paradigm, chemical reactions are applied to the multiset;
they have to sum all integers put in by all users. We call Distributed Gamma (DSGamma) sys-
tem, the system composed of users, a distributed multiset and chemical reactions. The informal
requirements are as follows: the rst part describes the system operations to be provided to users,
and the second part the details of data and of internal computations.
System Operations
(1) A new user can be added to the system at any moment; (2) A user may add new integers to
the system at any moment between his/her entering and exit time; (3) A user may exit the system
provided he/she has entered the system.
State and Internal Behaviour
(4) The integers put in by users are stored in a multiset; (5) The application computes the sum
of all integers put in by all users; (6) The sum is calculated by chemical reactions in accordance
with the Gamma paradigm; (7) A chemical reaction removes two integers from the multiset, adds
them up, and inserts the sum into the multiset; (8) There is only one type of chemical reaction,
but several of them can occur simultaneously and concurrently in the multiset; (9) A chemical
reaction may occur provided there are at least two integers in the multiset.
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Fault Tolerance
The original Gamma paradigm [7] assumes that there are no faults in the system. We have chosen
to include some fault tolerance in the system in order to demonstrate how CA actions can be used
to increase dependability and to make the system more realistic. Our fault assumption is that only
the addition operation can fail, and, because these operations are executed only inside CA actions,
the entire system fault tolerance is provided within the CA action framework.
3.2 Reasons for Introducing DSGamma
The DSGamma paradigm assumes that reactions can be executed in parallel provided there are
enough integers for them in the multiset and the data are consistent. Several reasons can be given
for distributing the multiset: (a) if chemical reactions are much costlier than message passing
between computers, then their execution should be distributed; (b) in order to allow as much
parallelisation in the system as possible, chemical reaction should be distributed; (c) if the multiset
is huge, it makes sense to distribute it and to keep it as a set of local multisets, and to distribute
the execution of chemical reactions as much as possible.
4 Using CA actions and CO-OPN/2 to Design
DSGamma System
This section presents the CA action design of the DSGamma system whose requirements are given
above. For each component of the CA action design, a CO-OPN/2 specication is provided. In this
paper, we present some of these CO-OPN/2 classes; the complete set of CO-OPN/2 specications
together with some informal proof of properties can be found in [12].
4.1 General Design
The system is composed of a set of participants (located on dierent hosts), a CA action scheduler
(located on a separate computer) and a set of CA actions (see Figure 2). A participant starts when
it is loaded into a client computer and establishes a connection with the CA action scheduler. A
participant works on behalf of a user. Each participant has a local multiset, i.e. a queue in which
some part of the global multiset is kept.
There are three kinds of CA actions: GammaActions, FinishActions and InsertNumberActions.
GammaActions are activated dynamically to execute the Gamma computation. Each GammaAc-
tion has three roles: two producers (each of which provides a number) and a consumer that sums
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them up (the chemical reaction). GammaActions enclose the interactions between participants
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Figure 2: DSGamma System
on the level of the Gamma computation. The CA action scheduler receives information from all
participants about any new number they have in their local queues and starts a new GammaAc-
tion with three roles when there are two new numbers in local multisets. There can be as many
GammaActions active concurrently as there are pairs in all local multisets at a given time (but
some implementation factors can restrict this approach). For example, it is allowed to have several
active GammaActions in which the same participant takes part (if there are several numbers in
its local multiset). This allows a better parallelisation of the Gamma computation. The other two
kinds of CA actions, FinishActions and InsertNumberActions, are used to enable a user to leave
the system and to enable a user to enter a new integer in the system respectively.
Our system has two levels of design. The rst level represents the information exchange between
computers (participants and the CA action scheduler). This is the level on which the execution
of CA actions is scheduled (or actions are glued together); it may well be designed using CA
actions but we have not done this. We have chosen to use a CA action scheduler which creates
new CA actions. The second level of our design is the level of the Gamma computation, where the
interactions between participants and the access to external objects are executed. On this level
the numbers are passed between dierent local multisets and summed.
Depending on the hardware peculiarities or on some a priori knowledge about the application
(e.g. frequency of users joining/leaving the system), other algorithms, for example, less centralised
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ones, can be used for designing the rst level. For example, it would be possible to connect all hosts
in a virtual ring or use broadcast to nd matching participants ready for the chemical reaction. It
is not our intention to investigate this aspect of the problem any deeper because we have decided
not to assume any additional knowledge about the system. The purpose of our research is to design
a DSGamma system using CA actions. The design of the second level is general enough to be used
with any approach considered for the rst level of the system.
4.2 Participants
4.2.1 Informal Description
We assume that each participant has two threads. The rst thread, TGetNumbers, receives num-
bers typed by the user, and inserts these numbers into ParticipantQueue by means of an Insert-
NumberAction. The participant starts a new InsertNumberAction each time the user types a new
integer, and informs the TGetNumbers thread that it has to enter this action. After the number
has been inserted into ParticipantQueue, the thread sends a message, HASNUMBER, to the CA
action scheduler informing it that a new number has been typed and stored in ParticipantQueue
(this means that the participant is ready to execute a role in a GammaAction). The second thread,
TExecuteActions, receives messages from the CA action scheduler that contains a reference to the
GammaAction that the participant must join, and the role that the participant must execute in
that action.
TProducer
TExecuteActions
TGetNumbers CA action, role
Pa
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ci
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TConsumer
HASNUMBER,Participant
HASNUMBER,Participant
Figure 3: Participant
When TExecuteActions receives such message, it starts a new thread to execute the role in
the action. This new thread is called TConsumer if the participant has to execute the Consumer
role in the action, or TProducer if it has to execute the FirstProducer or SecondProducer role in
the action. After TConsumer has nished the execution of its role inside the action, it will send
a message, HASNUMBER, to the CA action scheduler signalling that another number has been
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inserted into ParticipantQueue (see Figure 3). TConsumer and TProducer threads are destroyed
immediately after they have nished their role execution in an action (see Figure 4).
TExecuteActions
TExecuteActions
TExecuteActions
TScheduler
Gamma
Action
HASNUMBER
Participant
Action
Action
FirstProducer
Action
SecondProducer
HASNUMBER
Participant
TGetNumbers
TProducer
TProducer
TConsumer
Consumer
Figure 4: Creation/Destruction of Threads
If a user wants to leave the system, the participant informs the CA action scheduler, which will
inform two participants (the participant that wants to leave the system and another participant)
which FinishAction the TGetNumbers thread must join. FinishAction will transfer all numbers
from the ParticipantQueue of the participant that wants to nish its execution to the queue of
another participant. The participant waits until all active GammaActions in which it is involved
have been completed and only afterwards it will enter FinishAction.
4.2.2 CO-OPN/2 Specication
The CO-OPN/2 Participant class, shown in Figure 5, is a specication of the participant of the
CA action design.
The arrival of a new user in the DSGamma system causes the creation of a new instance of
the Participant class. The CO-OPN/2 new-Participant(SC) constructor: stores the CA ac-
tion scheduler identity SC (of class CAAScheduler); informs the CA action scheduler that there
is a new participant (by calling SC.newParticipant(self)); creates the participant queue Q of
class Queue(Integer) (by calling Q.create); creates and stores a CO-OPN/2 object identity,
TGN, of class TGetNumbers (by calling TGN.new-TGetNumbers(SC,self,Q)); creates and stores a
CO-OPN/2 object identity, TEA, of class TExecuteActions (by calling TEA.new-TExecuteActions
(SC,self,Q)). The constructor performs all these operations simultaneously. The Queue(Integer)
class species a FIFO queue of integers. TGetNumbers and TExecuteActions classes specify the
TGetNumbers and TExecuteActions components of our design respectively.
The DSGamma system calls the user exit method of a participant in order to inform the
participant that the user wants to leave the system. The participant just forwards this information
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user action(i) with
INA.new-InsertNumberAction(i)
user exit with
SC.endParticipant(self)
new-Participant(SC) with
SC.newParticipant(self) // Q.create //
TGN.new-TGetNumbers(SC,self,Q) //
TEA.new-TExecuteActions(SC,self,Q)
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Figure 5: Participant Class
to the CA action scheduler (by calling SC.endParticipant(self)).
The DSGamma system calls the user action(i)method once the user enters integer i into the
system. The user action(i): creates a CA action, INA, of class InsertNumberAction; increments
by one the number of CA actions in which the participant is involved, the place ToInc receives token
1; and, inserts the pair <INA,Consumer> into the place ListOfINA. This means that the participant
has to provide a Consumer role for the INA action. As soon as the pair <INA,Consumer> is in the
ListOfINA place, the inINA transition informs the INA action that the TGN thread will perform the
role Consumer in that CA action (by calling INA.inAction(TGN,Consumer)).
The CA action scheduler sends messages to the participant by means of two methods: sendFi-
nishAction(FA,R) and sendGammaAction(GA,R). The participant has to provide role R for the
FA action of class FinishAction and role R for the GA action of class GammaAction. These two
methods increase by one the number of CA actions that the participant is involved in, and insert
the pairs <FA,R> and <GA,R> into the places ListOfFA and ListOfGA respectively. As soon as the
pair <FA,R> is in the ListOfFA place, the inFA transition informs the FA action that the TGN thread
will perform role R in that CA action. As soon as the pair <GA,R> is in the ListOfGA place, the
inGA transition informs the TEA thread that it must provide a thread to perform role R in action
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GA.
The NumberOfActions place stores the total number of actions that the participant is involved
in. As soon as the participant is informed that it has to participate in a CA action, it inserts 1
into the ToInc place. As soon as that role leaves a CA action, it informs the participant by calling
the decNumberActionsmethod. This method inserts 1 into place ToDec. The two transitions, dec
and inc, decrements and increments by one the total number of actions for each token 1 they nd
in places ToDec and ToInc respectively. The LastAction method is called by the Producer role
that has to enter a FinishAction. That role enters FinishAction only if LastAction nds that
there is just one action remaining to be executed by the participant. This ensures that all the
other actions involving that participant are nished.
4.2.3 CO-OPN/2 Specication: TExecuteActions and TGetNumbers
The TExecuteActions class, shown in Figure 6, is a specication of the TExecuteActions thread.
The creation of a new participant P causes the creation of a new instance of the TExecuteActions
class. The new-TExecuteActions(SC,P,Q) constructor stores the CA action scheduler identity
SC, the participant identity P, and the participant queue Q.
new-TExecuteActions(SC,P,Q)
sendGammaAction(GA,R)
inGA with
TC.new-TConsumer(SC,P,Q) ..
GA.inAction(TC,Consumer)
inGA with
TP.new-TProducer(P,Q) ..
GA.inAction(TP,Producer)
store-SC:
CAAScheduler
store-P-Q:
CP(Participant,Queue(Integer))
store-GA:
CP(GammaAction,
String)
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Figure 6: TExecuteActions Class
The sendGammaAction(GA,R) method is called by the participant P in order to inform a
TExecuteActions object that it has to enter into the GA action with role R.
For each pair <GA,R> in place store-GA, the inGA transition is red. The transition either cre-
ates a TConsumer thread (by calling TC.new-TConsumer(SC,P,Q)) and informs the GA action that
this thread is ready to enter the action (by calling GA.inAction(TC,Consumer)), or a TProducer
thread (by calling TP.new-TProducer(P,Q)) and informs the GA action that this thread is ready
to enter the action (by calling GA.inAction(TP,Producer)).
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The CO-OPN/2 TGetNumbers class species the TGetNumbers thread. This thread can enter
either InsertNumberAction or FinishAction and execute roles Consumer or Producer. When it ex-
ecutes a Consumer role in InsertNumberAction, it inserts a new integer into the ParticipantQueue.
When it executes a Producer role in FinishAction, it removes all the integers from its Parti-
cipantQueue and sends them to the Consumer role. When it executes a Consumer role in FinishAc-
tion, it inserts all the integers received from the Producer role into its ParticipantQueue.
4.3 CA Action Scheduler
4.3.1 Informal Description
There is a CA action scheduler (one for the entire system) that triggers the creation of all Gam-
maActions, and picks three participants to execute an action. It picks two participants that have
numbers (and are ready to take part in an action) and a third participant that will act as the
consumer of these two numbers (it sums them and puts the result into its ParticipantQueue).
The CA action scheduler has the list of all participants, ParticipantsList. This list contains two
items of information: the address of the participant and the number of integers stored in its Parti-
cipantQueue. When the CA action scheduler receives a message, NEW, it inserts a new participant
into the list. When the CA action scheduler receives a message, HASNUMBER, it increases the
number of integers that this participant has in its ParticipantQueue (see Figure 7).
CA action, role
ParticipantsList
NEW, Participant
HASNUMBER, Participant
Figure 7: CA Action Scheduler
The CA action scheduler decreases the number of integers of a participant by one when this
participant has been chosen to be a producer, so that the participant does not have to inform the
CA action scheduler that it passes an integer to the consumer and that the producer multiset has
one integer fewer when the action is over. The scheduler decreases this number in an optimistic way
when it chooses the producer and sends the action to it to participate. If a failure happens during
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the action execution, then the participant is responsible for recovery. This can be achieved by the
participant inserting the number back into its multiset and sending a message to the scheduler
saying that the participant has a new number.
The execution of the CA action scheduler consists of receiving those messages and of randomly
choosing a consumer when it has two producers ready to take part in an action. It sends a message
to each participant and tells it that it should take part in a particular action (the name is passed)
either as a producer or as a consumer. The CA action scheduler uses the same list to choose two
participants that have numbers to be summed, i.e. they have numbers in their ParticipantQueue.
When a participant decides to nish, it informs the scheduler of this, and the scheduler chooses
another participant to execute a FinishAction together with the rst one.
4.3.2 CO-OPN/2 Specication
The CO-OPN/2 CAAScheduler class, shown in Figure 8, is a specication of the CA action sched-
uler. It maintains ParticipantList as a set of pairs <P,k>, where P is the object identity of the
participant and k is the current number of integers present in the ParticipantQueue of P. The place
ParticipantList stores these pairs.
endParticipant(P)newParticipant(P) newNumber(P,n)
ChemicalReaction with
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Figure 8: CAAScheduler Class
The DSGamma system creates exactly one instance of the CAAScheduler class.
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Participant P calls the newParticipant(P) method of the CA action scheduler to inform the
CA action scheduler that it has joined the system. The newParticipant(P)method inserts a pair
<P,0> into place ParticipantList.
Participant P informs the CA action scheduler that n new numbers have been added to its
queue. Participant P calls the newNumber(P,n) method, that updates the participant list.
As soon as a user wants to exit, the corresponding participant informs the CA action scheduler
by calling the endParticipant(P)method. This method checks if participant P is already present
in the participant list, and simply adds participant identity P to place ParticipantToRemove.
For each participant P present in the ParticipantToRemove place, the RemoveParticipant
transition removes the pair <P,k> and randomly chooses a pair <P',l> in the ParticipantList.
It then creates a FinishAction, FA, and informs participant P that it must enter the FA action and
execute the Producer role, and the participant P' that it must enter the FA action and execute the
Consumer role. Participant P will no longer be chosen by the CA action scheduler to participate
in a CA action.
The ChemicalReaction transition nds, on the basis of ParticipantList, three participants
(two producers and one consumer), creates a GammaAction, GA, and informs the participants.
The ChemicalReaction transition has four possible behaviours: the same participant P1 is
chosen to be Producer twice and Consumer; participant P1 is chosen to be Producer twice, and
participant P3 is chosen to be Consumer; participant P1 is chosen to be one of the Producers,
participant P2 is chosen to be both the other Producer and Consumer; three dierent participants,
P1, P2, P3, are chosen for each role. The two rst behaviours are possible only if participant P1
has at least two integers in its participant queue.
The ChemicalReaction transition immediately updates ParticipantList for the Producer
participant, but not for the Consumer participants. The ChemicalReaction transition decrements
the number of integers present in the participant queue of P by one if it has been chosen to be
Producer once, and by two if P has been chosen to be Producer twice.
4.4 CA Actions
4.4.1 Informal Description: GammaAction
GammaAction is a CA action used to perform a DSGamma chemical reaction. It has three roles:
FirstProducer, SecondProducer, and Consumer. FirstProducer and SecondProducer take integers
from their ParticipantQueues and send them to Consumer. Consumer sums the integers up and
stores the result in its ParticipantQueue (see Figure 9). Local multisets ParticipantQueue are
external objects in our design. They can be accessed only within CA actions. Their consistency
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and integrity is guaranteed by the CA action support in such a way that several actions can take
integers from the same multiset and add new integers in it (during the Gamma reaction) without
interference. Our particular implementation will use some simplied approach to provide this
guarantee (e.g. locking one number but not the entire queue, etc.).
Send 
first 
number
Send
second
number
ParticipantQueue(from Consumer)
(From SecondProducer)ParticipantQueue
(from FirstProducer)ParticipantQueue
time
Add up numbers and
store the result
Consumer
FirstProducer
SecondProducer
Figure 9: GammaAction
Many actions can be active in the system at the same time, and each participant can be involved
in several actions at once playing the roles of producers and consumers. The CA action scheduler
creates an instance of GammaAction whenever there are two new integers in the system and does
not wait for this instance to nish execution before creating another if required.
The CA action scheduler involves participants in CA actions and triggers the creation of the
instances of these actions. This design is very general, so we assume that there is a set of hosts on
which the instances of CA actions can be instantiated, and that the scheduler knows their location.
We use a centralised CA action scheme, so each action has an action manager [13].
As we have mentioned before, CA actions provide a framework for dealing with exceptions that
happen during the execution of the system. In our DSGamma system, when a fault happens inside
a GammaAction, a predened exception ReactionException is raised in the thread executing a
role in the action (see Figure 10).
In accordance with the CA action concept, we attach exception handlers to each role. After
exception ReactionException has been raised, the CA action support interrupts all the roles in
the action and calls the handler for this exception in each of them (see Figure 10). Our design
decision is to use forward error recovery in the action in the following way: when the reaction fails,
the consumer keeps both integers by inserting them into its local multiset whilst the producers
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(from Consumer)
time
ParticipantQueue
ParticipantQueue(from FirstProducer)
ParticipantQueue(From SecondProducer)
Consumer
FirstProducer
EXCEPTION
first 
number
Send 
Recovery
Recovery
Recovery
SecondProducer
Send
second
number
Read Number Write Number
Read number
Write Number
Figure 10: Forward Error Recovery in GammaAction
complete the action as if nothing had happened. Thus, if a fault happens during the action
execution, the consumer recovers the system, but in this case two new integers appear in the
consumer local multiset. We use a special outcome of action GammaAction to inform the scheduler
about these new integers.
GammaActions are atomic with respect to faults in the chemical reaction: exception handlers
guarantee \nothing" semantics for the global multiset (although local multisets are modied during
this recovery).
4.4.2 CO-OPN/2 Specication
CO-OPN/2 classes specifying CA actions are all similar: an inAction method is used to instruct
the action about which thread will perform which role in the action. The action is actually
performed by the Action transition that rst calls all the roles in order to let them enter (by
calling Enter) the action simultaneously, and then sequentially calls all the roles in order to let
them leave (by calling Leave) the action simultaneously.
The call to the Enter method of a role causes that role to perform some work; the end of this
work causes the enabling of the Leave methods. The roles work between the calls to the Enter
methods and the calls to the Leavemethods. If the Leavemethod of one role cannot be red, then
the entire Action transition is not red at all. The Action transition together with the specication
of the participant queue ensures that CA actions have the ACID properties. Indeed, CO-OPN/2
semantics ensures that either the Action transition together with its required synchronisations
is completely red, or the Action transition is not red at all (and hence none of its required
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synchronisations are).
CO-OPN/2 classes specifying the CA actions presented in this paper do not specify the eect
of CA actions on global objects, they specify what roles are in CA actions and how the actions
coordinate them. The eect of a CA action on global objects is derived from the specication of
the CA action and that of its roles.
new-GammaAction with
ch.create
inAction(TP,Producer)
inAction(TC,Consumer)
Action with
(TP1.Enter(ch) // TP2.Enter(ch) // TC.Enter(ch)) ..
((TP1.Leave // TP2.Leave // TC.Leave) +
(TP1.ReactionException // TP2.ReactionException //
TC.ReactionException))
Producers:TProducer
Consumer:TConsumer
Channel:
Queue(Integer)
ch
TP
TC
TP1
TP2
TC
ch
Figure 11: GammaAction Class
The GammaAction class, shown in Figure 11, species GammaAction. Gamma chemical reac-
tions are performed in this action. The new-GammaAction constructor causes the creation of a
channel ch, used as a local object. The channel is a queue of integers. The creation of a new
instance of the GammaAction class is triggered by the CA action scheduler. A TExecuteActions
object calls the inAction method, either for announcing a Consumer role or a Producer role.
The Action transition removes two producers from place Producers, and one consumer from
the Consumer place. It calls the roles to enter the action simultaneously (by calling the Enter
methods) and then calls them to leave the action simultaneously (by calling the Leave methods).
This action is also able to cope with one exception, ReactionException, incoming from roles. If
ReactionException has been raised, the Action transition does not call the Leave methods of
the roles but the ReactionException method. This will cause the exception handler of the roles
to be activated.
4.4.3 CO-OPN/2 Specication: TConsumer and TProducer
The TConsumer class, shown in Figure 12, species the Consumer role of GammaAction. TConsumer
has to collect two integers from a channel provided by the action (received as a local object), sum
them up and insert the sum into its participant queue. It receives the reference of the queue (at
creation time). Instances of the TConsumer class are created by TExecuteActions objects.
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new-TConsumer(SC,P,Q)
Enter(ch)
Leave with
SC.newNumber(P,1) //
P.decNumberOfAction
ReactionException with
Q.put(i) .. Q.put(j) ..
(SC.newNumber(P,2) //
P.decNumberOfAction)
put with
ch.get(i) .. ch.get(j) ..
Q.put(i+j)
put with
ch.get(i) .. ch.get(j)
store-SC-P-Q:
CP(CAAScheduler,
Participant,Queue(Integer))
true
begin:Boolean
Channel:Queue(Integer)
store-Q:
Queue(Integer)
end:Boolean
store-Int:Integer
<SC,P,Q>Q
ch
t
r
u
e
ch
Q
true
ch
i
j
true
<SC,P,Q>
i
j
<SC,P,Q>
Figure 12: TConsumer Class
The new-TConsumer(SC,P,Q) constructor stores the CA action scheduler identity SC, the par-
ticipant identity P, and the participant queue identity Q.
A GammaAction, GA, calls the Enter(ch) method in order to enable the role to begin its execu-
tion. The ch object is a local object used to communicate with the producer roles. The Enter(ch)
method is rable only once (the token true is removed from the begin place and is never inserted
into that place).
The put transition is then rable. This transition has two possible behaviours: either it cor-
rectly does the sum, and enables the role to correctly end, or it does not do the sum and causes
the role to raise ReactionException.
In the rst case, the put transition takes a rst integer from the channel (by calling ch.get(i)),
a second integer from the channel (by calling ch.get(j)), and stores their sum into its participant
queue (by calling Q.put(i+j)); nally it makes the ring of the Leavemethod possible by inserting
the true token into the end place.
In the second case, the put transition takes a rst integer from the channel (by calling ch.get(i)),
a second integer from the channel (by calling ch.get(j)), and stores them into the store-Int
place, making it possible to re the ReactionException method.
Only one of these put can be red at a time, and the choice between them is non-deterministic.
Depending on which of them has been red, either the Leave method or the ReactionException
is rable. This will cause the GammaAction GA to call the rable one.
When no exception has occurred, the Leave method is called by GammaAction GA in order to
let the role leave the action. The Leave method informs the CA action scheduler SC that the
participant has one new integer in its queue (by calling SC.newNumber(P,1)), and informs the
participant that the action is nished and the number of actions involving the participant has to
be decremented by one (by calling P.decNumberOfAction).
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When an exception has occurred, the ReactionException method is called by GammaAction
GA. This method performs the recovery of the error and enables the role to leave the action: it
removes the two integers from the store-Int place and stores them, without adding them up,
in the participant queue Q. After that it informs the CA action scheduler SC that the participant
has two new integers in its queue(by calling SC.newNumber(P,2)), and decrements the number of
actions the participant is involved in.
The TProducer class, shown in Figure 13, species the Producer role of GammaAction. The
TProducer has to remove one integer from its participant queue and send it to the channel
provided by the action (received as a local object). Instances of the TProducer class are cre-
ated by TExecuteActions objects.
new-TProducer(P,Q)
Enter(ch)
Leave with
P.decNumberOfAction
ReactionException with
P.decNumberOfAction
get with
Q.get(i) .. ch.put(i)
store-P:
Participant
true
begin:Boolean
Channel:Queue(Integer)
Queue:
Queue(Integer)
end:Boolean
P
Q
ch
t
r
u
e
ch
Q
true true
P
true
P
Figure 13: TProducer Class
The new-TProducer(P,Q) constructor stores the participant identity P, and the participant
queue identity Q.
A GammaAction, GA, calls the Enter(ch) method in order to enable the role to begin its exe-
cution. The ch object is the local object used to communicate with the consumer role.
The get transition is then rable; it takes an integer from the participant queue and stores
it in the channel (by calling Q.get(i) .. ch.put(i)), nally it makes the ring of both Leave
and ReactionException methods possible by inserting the true token into the end place.
When no exception has been raised by the TConsumer role, the Leave method is called by
GammaAction GA in order to let the role leave the action. The Leavemethod informs the participant
that the action is nished and the number of actions involving the participant has to be decremented
by one.
When an exception has been raised by the TConsumer role, the ReactionExceptionmethod is
called by GammaAction GA in order to let the role perform some error recovery. In the case of the
TProducer role, there is no need to perform error recovery, and the ReactionException method
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behaves just like the Leave method.
4.4.4 Informal Description: InsertNumberAction and FinishAction
Apart from GammaAction, we have introduced two other CA actions: InsertNumberAction and
FinishAction. These actions are executed by the TGetNumbers thread. When a new number is
entered, TGetNumbers executes a role of InsertNumberAction. When the user wants to nish its
participation in the Gamma computation, TGetNumbers enters FinishAction.
InsertNumberAction has just one role and is responsible for inserting the number into Parti-
cipantQueue. This CA action has the properties of a simple transaction. Within this action, the
user enters a number that is passed to the local multiset. One action inserts one number.
FinishAction has two roles: the rst is executed by the TGetNumbers thread and the second
remotely by another participant. This participant is chosen randomly by the CA action scheduler
from amongst all the participants that are present in the system (except for those that want to leave
the system). FinishAction will transfer all numbers from the ParticipantQueue of the participant
that wants to nish its execution, to the queue of another participant. When a participant decides
to nish, it informs the scheduler of this, and the scheduler chooses another participant to execute
a FinishAction together with the rst one. When FinishAction is completed, the participant that
has received new integers informs the scheduler about the new integers in its multiset. As we have
explained before, when a participant decides to nish, it informs the scheduler, so it will not be
selected by the scheduler to execute GammaAction again. Moreover, the participant is delayed
until all active GammaActions in which it is involved are completed and only afterwards it will
enter FinishAction.
Action
InsertNumber
Action
Gamma
Participant Host
TConsumer
TProducer
TProducer
ParticipantQueue
TGetNumbers
Figure 14: Competition for Accessing External Object
Figure 14 shows the competition between two actions for an external ParticipantQueue object.
Although in our implementation the access to these objects can overlap, at the logical level access
is serialised and consistency is guaranteed.
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4.4.5 CO-OPN/2 Specication
The FinishAction class, shown in Figure 15, species FinishAction. This action is used to dispatch
the participant queue, of a participant that wants to leave to system, to a participant queue of
a participant that is still in the system. The new-FinishAction constructor causes the creation
of two channels, ch and end, used as two local objects. The creation of new instances of the
FinishAction class are triggered by the CA action scheduler. This action has two roles, the
Producer role and the Consumer role. They are both of class TGetNumbers. A TExecuteActions
object calls the inAction method, for announcing either a Consumer role or a Producer role.
The Action transition removes the producer and the consumer from their respective places. It
then calls the roles to enter into the action simultaneously (by calling the FAEnterProducer and
FAEnterConsumermethods) and then calls them to leave the action simultaneously (by calling the
FALeaveProducer and FALeaveConsumermethods).
new-FinishAction with
ch.create // end.create
Action with
(TGN1.FAEnterProducer(ch,end) //
TGN2.FAEnterConsumer(ch,end)) ..
(TGN1.FALeaveProducer //
TGN2.FALeaveConsumer)
inAction(TGN,Producer)
inAction(TGN,Consumer)
Channel:
Queue(Integer)
end:EndChannel
Consumer:TGetNumbers
Producer:TGetNumbers
ch
end
TGN
TGN
TGN1
TGN2
ch
end
Figure 15: FinishAction Class
The InsertNumberAction class, shown in Figure 16, species InsertNumberAction. This
action is used to insert an integer (incoming from the user) into a participant queue. The
new-InsertNumberAction(i) constructor just stores integer i. The participant creates new in-
stances of the InsertNumberAction class. This action has one role, the Consumer role of class
TGetNumbers. The participant calls the inAction method for announcing the Consumer role. The
Action transition removes the consumer from place Consumer. It then calls the role to enter into
the action (by calling the TGN.INAEnter(i) method) and then calls it to leave the action (by
calling the TGN.INALeave method).
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new-InsertNumberAction(i)
inAction(TGN)
Action with
TGN.INAEnter(i) ..
TGN.INALeave
Consumer:TGetNumbers
Channel:Integer
i
TGN
i
TGN
Figure 16: InsertNumberAction Class
4.4.6 CO-OPN/2 Specication: Queue(Integer)
Figure 17 shows the participant queue. It is accessed by three methods: the put(i) method is
used to insert a new integer of value i at the end of the queue, the get(i) method is used to
remove integer i from the head of the queue; the isEmpty method is used to nd out if the queue
is empty or not. Place Queue contains one algebraic term, q (of type FIFO(Integer)). The get(i)
and put(i) methods cannot be red simultaneously because each of them requires algebraic term
q. This property is the fundamental property that enables our specication to satisfy the ACID
properties: only one object can request synchronisation with the get(i) or put(i) method, and
not simultaneously, either.
put(i) get(i)
isEmpty
empty
Queue:FIFO(Integer)
q+i
q
q+i
q
empty empty
Figure 17: Queue(Integer) Class
5 Java Implementation
We have implemented the DSGamma system using the Java programming language [14] and the
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) API [15].
The CA action scheduler has been implemented as a remote object that can be accessed by
the participants to inform the scheduler when they are joining the system, when they are willing
to leave the system, and every time they get a new number in their local queue. The CA action
scheduler object has the following interface:
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public interface CAAScheduler extends java.rmi.Remote
f
public void newParticipant(Participant newPart) throws RemoteException;
public void newNumber (Participant newPart) throws RemoteException;
public void endParticipant(Participant newPart) throws RemoteException;
g
newParticipant includes a new participant in CAAScheduler list. The caller has to send a
reference to its remote object that can be accessed by CAAScheduler. newNumber is used by
the participants to inform CAAScheduler every time a new number is inserted into their local
queue. When a participant has got numbers in its local queue, then the scheduler can select that
participant to perform a role in GammaAction as a producer; and endParticipant is used by a
participant to inform the scheduler that it is willing to nish its execution. The scheduler will
choose another participant to get the numbers from the participant willing to nish.
Participants are implemented as remote applets that can be accessed by the CA action scheduler
or by other participants. Each participant has a local queue (local object) that stores the numbers
of its local multiset. This local queue implements its operations (put, get) using a monitor
style approach (all methods are Java synchronized methods). Each participant has also a list
of GammaAction objects in which it always performs the Consumer role, i.e. when a CA action
in that participant is activated, then the participant that contains that action will participate in
the action as Consumer (the CA action scheduler will set that). The Participant applet has the
following interface:
public interface Participant extends java.rmi.Remote
f
boolean sendGammaAction(Participant where, String role, Integer caId)
throws RemoteException;
boolean remoteGammaAction(String role, Participant part, Integer caId)
throws RemoteException;
boolean sendFinishAction(Participant where, String role)
throws RemoteException;
boolean remoteFinishAction(String role, Participant part)
throws RemoteException;
void remoteQueuePut(int num) throws RemoteException;
int remoteQueueGet() throws RemoteException;
boolean remoteQueueIsEmpty() throws RemoteException;
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gsendGammaAction is used by the CA action scheduler to inform the participant that it has to
execute the role in where. caId is the identier of the action the participant has to execute; it
guarantees that the chosen participants will execute the same CA action. remoteGammaAction is
used by other participants that want to execute role in the action located in this participant. The
participant willing to execute will send a reference to itself; then the action can access its local
queue. sendFinishAction is used by the CA action scheduler to inform the participant that it has
to execute FinishAction together with another participant. remoteFinishAction is used by an-
other participant to execute FinishAction in this participant. remoteQueuePut/remoteQueueGet/
remoteQueueIsEmpty are used by a participant when executing the GammaAction remotely. It
provides access to the local queue of this participant.
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Figure 18: GammaAction Object
Figure 18 shows the GammaAction object and its roles. The CA action object is composed of a
set of internal objects, used only by the action roles in order to exchange values, i.e. communicate;
a set of external objects that the roles will access in an atomic way; a manager that is responsible
for recovering the action from possible failures, and for pre-synchronising and post-synchronising
the participants; and the roles that the participants will execute. In order to execute a role in
an action, the participants must be informed which action and role they have to execute; such
information will be provided by the CA action scheduler using the sendGammaAction method of
the participants. Once the participants have received the information about which action and
role they have to execute, they activate the action by calling the inAction method in the action
object sending information about their local queues. These local queues are bound to CA actions
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dynamically. The inAction method handles the tasks of the CA action manager as described
above.
When implementing CA actions, we have decided to attach them to participants objects rather
than to the scheduler. This prevents the CA action scheduler host from becoming overloaded with
too many actions. All actions in our system are implemented as objects, and the roles of such
actions are implemented as methods of these objects (action is an object; role is a method of this
object).
6 Conclusions
We have used the CA action concept as a model for designing a fault-tolerant DSGamma system.
It has been shown that the CA action concept helps to obtain a well-structured system, where we
separate the concurrent interaction activities (that cooperate and compete) from the scheduling
of those activities. These two levels of design allowed us to use CA actions for critical activities
in the DSGamma system, i.e. the chemical reactions. The scheduling of the CA actions could be
provided by an underlying system (e.g. a specialised operating system).
The CA action design of the system has been formally and completely specied using the
CO-OPN/2 specication language, thus giving semantics to the CA action model. Fundamental
characteristics of CO-OPN/2, such as atomicity of complex synchronisation, concurrency and
object structures, have been shown suitable for the formalisation of CA actions.
According to CO-OPN/2 specication of the CA action based design, we have implemented
the whole system using the Java language. The implementation of the DSGamma system was a
clerical task due to the good mechanisms used to specify and design the system, i.e. CO-OPN/2
and CA actions, and due to the re-use of CA action support system.
Our design clearly separates dierent system levels. CA actions have distinct important prop-
erties supported by the CA action scheme used. For these reasons, we believe that the use of CA
actions makes the reasoning about the DSGamma system properties simpler and clearer, and gives
us more evidence that this system is correct. We think that the combined use of a CA action
design and of CO-OPN/2 specication will make it easier to formally prove that the system has
certain properties. Indeed, CO-OPN/2 specication provides a mathematical framework, and each
CA action has a set of properties. These can be used to construct the proof of global system
properties. Those of interest for the DSGamma system are, for instance: i) \no number is lost in
the computation process"; ii) \the sum of all numbers is invariable and always correct"; iii) \the
exit of a participant does not aect the sum of all numbers".
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Further research will consider:
 a general denition of semantics for the CA action model by giving a denotational semantics
of a core CA action language to CO-OPN/2 formal specication [16];
 the verication of distributed systems designed using the CA actions by applying the test
method dened for CO-OPN/2 [6];
 the verication of properties of the DSGamma system using formal proofs. A formal rene-
ment strategy based on the preservation of temporal properties expressed over CO-OPN/2
formal specication is being developed [17]. As the development of the DSGamma system
presented in this paper is part of a re-engineering process of an application already developed
and specied using CO-OPN/2, we will apply this renement methodology to the CA action
new design and follow the properties which were initially studied for the rst implementation
of this system [18, 19] ;
 an implementation of a set of CO-OPN/2 specication modules and the development of rules
and templates which would help to specify and implement, in a reliable semi-automatic way,
fault tolerant distributed systems designed using CA actions. We expect that the proof of
all main CA action properties, made on these basic CO-OPN/2 specication units, will help
to prove interesting properties for the overall implemented system.
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